Air Conditioning Product Range
New larger sizes to
suit larger, modern
Aussie homes
Industry-leading
7 year warranty*
options on
Bonaire Integra

Printed on recycled paper
*Conditions apply

Welcome to Bonaire
As Australia’s leading heating and cooling brand, Bonaire has been providing homes with state-of-the-art, efficient
heating and cooling systems for over 60 years. Using proven technology we create intelligent, user-friendly systems
that maximise energy efficiency and reduce operating costs. We constantly strive to ensure that the Bonaire name
is synonymous with quality and innovation and this is what continues to drive the company today.

The Bonaire mission

Bonaire quality

Our mission is to deliver the most reliable and effective range of
heating and cooling solutions to fit today’s modern lifestyles.

At Bonaire, we place enormous importance on continually
improving design, engineering and manufacturing processes and
every one of our products is manufactured to the highest possible
standards using premium quality materials. All Bonaire units are
quality tested before they leave our factory, and are supported
by a carefully selected dealer network that is committed to
customer satisfaction.

Bonaire specialists
For added peace of mind, we recommend you
have your new Bonaire system installed by one
of our authorised Bonaire specialists, who have
been trained to ensure your Bonaire cooler is
installed to the highest standards.
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Specifications

We are proud that Bonaire is Australian-owned with world-class
manufacturing facilities in Adelaide, SA and Leeton, NSW being
the foundation of the business.

Gas heating and
evaporative cooling
combination

A few points to consider

The most efficient and healthy choice for whole-of-home
climate control
Bonaire lets you enjoy complete heating and cooling comfort all
year round at the touch of a button. Bonaire’s Ducted Evaporative
Cooling can be combined with Bonaire 3, 4 or 5 Star Gas Ducted
Central Heating using just one controller. You have the choice of
installing Bonaire heating at the same time as your Bonaire cooling,
or simply add it at a later date.

Building a new home
If you’re building a new home, it makes sense to ensure you
incorporate central heating and cooling planning from the outset.
Make sure you consider:

Whether you’re building a new home, renovating your existing
home or simply need a new cooling or heating system, it pays
to spend some time thinking about what will work best for you,
before you make your decision.

• Bonaire can provide your total heating and cooling solutions
from the design stage onwards
• Running costs are lower with evaporative cooling
• Energy-efficient homes should consider an evaporative
cooling option
• Lifestyle choice of indoor, outdoor living with
evaporative cooling
• Environmental option of evaporative cooling
Renovating your home
Before you install a new system, make sure you consider:

Gas Hea
ting Pro
duct Ran
ge

Ask your dealer for a Bonaire
Gas Heating Product Brochure.

• If you have an existing system, make sure your
ducts can handle your future needs, as they may
need to be upgraded
• Whether you need upgrading from a room air
conditioner to Bonaire’s whole-of-home
ducted cooling

Bonaire is a Quality Endorsed Company and all products are Australian owned. In addition, all products made and engineered by Bonaire are
backed by Climate Technologies National Service Division, a wholly Australian owned company.

FEATU
COMP RING THE
ACT NEW
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Choosing the right cooling system
for your home

Bonaire Evaporative Air Conditioning

There’s nothing quite like walking into the cool surrounds of your home and escaping the blistering summer heat

An evaporative air conditioning system is the most cost-effective and quietest way to cool your home. For over

outside. When you consider that cooling accounts for a large proportion of your household’s energy costs over

50 years Bonaire has provided Australians with innovative, efficient evaporative cooling systems. Today we

summer, it’s so important to select the right cooling methods for your home. The wrong choice can prove not

continue to draw on the latest technology to create intelligent, environmentally and user-friendly cooling

only costly, but uncomfortable too.

systems that maximise energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

Why choose Bonaire Evaporative Cooling?
• Low running costs. Cool your whole home up
to 87% cheaper than other air conditioners.*
This means reduced electricity bills
• Envirowing™ Fan – maximises efficiency
• Patented Hushdrive™ motor technology for
quiet operation
• Aquamiser™ system – minimises water usage
The low profile Bonaire Integra

• Environmentally friendly, producing less than 15%
of the CO2 greenhouse gases produced by a standard
ducted reverse cycle system** (refer to the graph below)

Evaporative air conditioning
When it comes to the most efficient and economical way to
cool your whole home, you can’t go past evaporative cooling.
Economical to install and run, it is the most cost-effective and
quiet way to stay cool this summer.

• Australian made and owned
• Built for Australia’s harsh environment
• Pioneers in evaporative cooling in Australia

Reduce your energy bills
A Bonaire Ducted Evaporative System is one of the
most efficient ways to cool your whole home. The
graph below shows that cooling your whole home
with a Bonaire evaporative cooler is up to 87%* cheaper than
a comparable ducted refrigerated system.
Cooling system

Whole-of-home cooling
When it comes to cooling your whole home, you have the
choice of two main systems: ducted evaporative air conditioning
and ducted refrigerated systems.
Ducted evaporative air conditioning uses fresh air to cool all
rooms of your home at the same time. Fresh air is drawn from
outside your home through the water moistened filters, which
cools and cleans the air. The cool, fresh air is then circulated
through the ducts, forcing stale air out through open windows
and doors. This natural cooling process has:

Some important questions
• In a long hot summer, will I be comfortable just cooling
one or two rooms?
• Do I want the comfort of having every room cooled?

• much lower running costs than reverse cycle

• Easy installation
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• All four CELdek® pads are equal in size for optimum cooling

87

Split system air conditioner
(average efficiency-150m2)

• Circulates fresh, clean, naturally-cooled air throughout
your home – doors and windows are left open

27

Central evaporative cooling† (150m2)

• Do I need cooling all day or for short periods of time?

Portable evaporative cooler

5

• Should I think about running costs?

Portable fan

1

• Filtered air is soft and gentle on nose, eyes, and skin.
Ideal for asthma and hayfever sufferers

12

• More cost-effective to install and run than comparable
ducted refrigerated units

• Will noise bother me or my neighbours?

• Helps eliminate smoke and cooking odours
Tonnes of CO2/Year**
0
0.5
1.0
1.5

Bonaire evaporative
cooling (150 m2)

Saves on running costs

Saves the environment

Cools your whole home

2.0

2.5

3.0

• Unique ‘Bonres®’ Unit Selection System

2.85

Split system air conditioner
(average efficiency – 50 m2)

• the ability to leave windows and doors open for
outdoor lifestyle

• Indoor plants thrive on fresh air cooling
• Adds value to your home

Ducted refrigerated
air conditioning
(average efficiency – 150 m2)

• healthier choice for asthma and hayfever sufferers

4

• Smart stylish low profile design
• Large CELdek® pads, unlike some competitor units,
for maximum cooling efficiency

Ducted refrigerated air conditioning
(average efficiency-150m2)

• Should the purchase price be my biggest consideration?

• lower greenhouse gas emissions

Saves water

• Sturdy, durable, injection-moulded cabinets

*
Hourly running cost (¢)

0

• Does anyone in my house suffer from asthma or
hay fever?

• low installation costs

• Models to suit any home size or budget

0.86

0.37

*SEAV, ‘Operating costs of electrical appliances’ Nov 2002.
**SEAV Victoria “Choosing a cooling system” Nov 2002.
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Bonaire Evaporative Air Conditioning
Bonaire has been manufacturing evaporative coolers with state-of-the-art components and technology for over
50 years. To guarantee your total comfort, all units have been designed by our specialised R & D team to ensure
they suit Australian conditions.
Naturally cooled, evaporative air conditioners circulate fresh air throughout
your entire home. Hot, stale air is forced out.

Setting a benchmark in quietness
For the quietest way to stay cool this summer, choose a Bonaire
Evaporative Cooling System. Bonaire’s direct drive cooling fan is
low noise, and its effective design is extremely efficient.

Bonaire Evaporative Cooling is the environmentally
friendly cooling option.

Advanced engineering
Advanced engineering design has seen the Bonaire Evaporative
Air Conditioning Systems at the leading edge of cooling efficiency.
Together, the unique motor and fan construction draws air evenly
over all four CELdek® pads. This delivers enhanced efficiency, low
maintenance and measurable savings in running costs.
The in-built water management system also ensures that a
minimum amount of water is used in providing optimal levels
of cooling performance.

Bonaire conserves water and helps the environment
As water conservation is a priority for Australians, Bonaire have
a number of water saving technologies that will ensure water
usage is kept as low as possible.
New Bonaire Aquamiser™ Water Conservation System#
This clever and reliable device is
designed to automatically minimise
the water usage of the evaporative
air conditioner, while still ensuring that the
system has the correct amount of fresh water
to guarantee efficient and effective operation.

Bonres® Selection System
To ensure that the correct unit is installed in your home, we designed
Bonaire’s unique Bonres® sizing system. The Bonres® Computerised
Unit Selection System takes into account all parameters such as wall
construction, insulation, glass areas, room sizes and house orientation.
(e.g. north, south, east, west and the climatic conditions of the area
in which you live). By using this system your Bonaire Dealer can
recommend the perfect Bonaire unit to suit your home.

Structural strength
Bonaire units have a high strength, injection-moulded polymer
cabinet. So unlike other competitors’ units that may sag
or warp, they are strong enough to withstand Australia’s
harsh weather conditions and are UV stabilised to ensure sun
protection, year after year.

Hushdrive™ motor technology
The patented quiet winding motor design means you
can barely hear the unit when it’s running.
Envirowing™ Fan
The Envirowing™ Fan is a one piece injection-moulded
fan, designed for maximum efficiency and optimum
performance. The result is more cool air delivered into
your home. It is extremely quiet.
Smart stylish design
Bonaire’s sleek low profile design sits snugly on your rooftop and
comes in a range of stylish colours. This clever design holds less
water than conventional flat-based units.
Bonaire Coolstart
With Bonaire’s Pre-Cool System, your home will be cool from the
start. You’ll feel only cool, fresh air when you turn on your air
conditioner – as opposed to some competitors’ units that blow
hot air for up to 5 minutes.

High tech computerised control module
Self cleaning water distribution tray

Ducting

Roof Unit

Helps save the environment
If you’re concerned about the environment, choose a
Bonaire Evaporative Cooling System. Our evaporative
whole-of-home system produces less than 15% of
the CO2 greenhouse gases produced by a comparable ducted
reverse cycle refrigerated system.*

Patented Hushdrive™ Motor
Strategically placed away from the unit’s
central air stream, your home is cooled
quietly and efficiently

Envirowing™ fan
New patented design for
maximum efficiency and quietness

CELdek® pads
Air is filtered as it is drawn evenly over
the pads

Air is drawn evenly from all four
louvre pads

Motor: thermal overload protection
High tech louvre construction
Self-cleaning EZI drain tank
Ceiling Outlets

Reliable multi-flow pump

The Bonaire Evaporative cooler works best with doors and windows open, which is
perfect for todays modern lifestyle.
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#Compared to a conventional ducted evaporative air conditioning system with manual bleed. Actual water saving depends on geographical location and unit size.
*Evaporative air conditioning produces less ‘black balloons’ of greenhouse gas than whole-of-home refrigerated systems (ref: saveenergy.vic.gov.au Feb 2009).
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The Premium Bonaire Integra

The next generation Summer Breeze

The Bonaire Integra is Australia’s premium Evaporative Air Conditioner and is designed to cool your whole home

The Bonaire Summer Breeze will cool your whole home quietly and efficiently, and is extremely economical to

quietly and efficiently. The Integra comes with your choice of either a remote or a wall mounted Navigator

install and run. Little wonder it’s Australia’s most popular evaporative unit. The new Summer Breeze is designed

controller, is available in a range of sizes and colours to suit your needs, and comes with a 5 year warranty.

with a sloping base to sit low on your roof, and comes in a range of sizes and colours to suit your needs.

Bonaire Integra features
The Bonaire Integra is designed to keep you and your family
cool throughout those hot summer months. Its long list of
features include:

Bonaire Summer Breeze features
The Summer Breeze range delivers cool, fresh air to every
room with just the touch of a button. Carefully designed to
maximise energy use, the Summer Breeze will help you save
on running costs. Just look at the benefits it offers to outperform
its competition:

• More cost-effective to install and run than comparable ducted
refrigerated units

• More cost-effective to install and run than comparable
ducted refrigerated units

• Save on your energy bills
• Save on installation costs

• Save on your energy bills

• Envirowing™ fan maximises efficiency

• Save on installation costs

• Hushdrive™ motor technology for whisper quiet operation
• Strength to withstand the most extreme weather conditions
• Low maintenance with measurable savings in running costs
• Bonaire Aquamiser™ Water Conservation System standard
• High strength injection-moulded polymer cabinet which keeps
looking new, year after year

• Envirowing™ fan maximises efficiency
The Enviroseal Duct Shutter (optional accessory)
During winter when the unit is not in use, Bonaire’s Enviroseal
keeps warm air in and drafts out. It’s fully automatic and fits into
the duct of your evaporative air conditioning system.

• Bonaire Aquamiser™ Water Conservation System standard
• Circulates only fresh, clean, naturally-cooled air throughout
your home

• Enviroseal Duct Shutter accessory
• 5 year warranty

• 5 year parts and labour warranty*

• Choice of remote or hard-wired Navigator Controller†
(Refer to page 10)

• 4 size options to cool any sized home
• Choice of remote or hard-wired Navigator controllers and
slimline digital† (refer to page 10)

• A range of popular roof colours
The Duct Shutter
in the open position

Colours

The Duct Shutter in
the closed position

Chocolate (made to order)
†
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Purchased separately.

• A high strength injection-moulded polymer cabinet which
keeps looking new, year after year
• Sleek, low profile design fits snugly on your roof

• Circulates only fresh, clean, naturally cooled air throughout
your home

Charcoal

• Strength to withstand the most extreme weather conditions

• Low noise and efficient direct drive cooling fan

• Sleek, low-profile design fits snugly on your roof

Terracotta Red

• Hushdrive™ motor technology for whisper quiet operation

Green

Beige

Warranty
The Bonaire Integra comes with a 5 year parts and labour
domestic warranty. Both the cabinet and parts are also covered
by extensive warranties. Ask your Bonaire dealer for an
extended 7 year warranty option.
PARTS & LABOUR

CABINET PARTS ONLY

CORROSION PARTS ONLY

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

• Choice of Bonaire Enviroseal†
• A range of popular roof colours

Warranty
The Bonaire Summer Breeze now comes with a 5 year parts
and labour warranty.

Colours

Terracotta Red

Green

Beige

Chocolate (made to order)

Charcoal

PARTS & LABOUR

CABINET PARTS ONLY

CORROSION PARTS ONLY

WARRANTY#

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

Note: Domestic warranty only. Unit warranty for commercial applications is one year parts and labour.

Note: Domestic warranty only. Unit warranty for commercial applications is one year parts and labour.
For further information on warranty terms and conditions please refer to Bonaire’s warranty information booklet.

†Purchased separately.
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A choice of controllers

Bonaire Durango Evaporative
Window Air Conditioner

Putting you in complete control of the climate in your home, you can choose from one of the new Navigator

The Bonaire Durango is designed to easily cool today’s open plan homes with areas up to 75 square metres.*

controller series – either a remote or wall mounted controller that are both programmable to your family’s needs

It’s quiet, environmentally friendly and, best of all, very economical to run. It can be easily installed into most

and the type of home you have.

windows and with its neutral colour, the Bonaire Durango blends in no matter what the environment.

OUTSIDE

INSIDE
Pictures may not depict latest model

Remote control
If you are after the very latest in controls and technology,
the Navigator wireless radio frequency control is for you.
This controller allows you to change settings without leaving
the comfort of your armchair.

Wall Mounted Navigator Controller
The wall mounted Navigator Controller has all of the features
of the wireless, but is fixed in the living areas of your home.
It will maintain temperatures and operation and allow all setting
changes from a fixed location.

• Wireless radio frequency

• Large, clear and easy-to-read backlit LCD display

• Multiple controller option – up to 4 controllers

• Intuitive operation

• Able to operate from room to room

• Customised operational settings

• Thermostat comfort sensing from any room with an outlet

• Diagnostics and error reporting

• Large, clear and easy-to-read backlit LCD display

• Optional controlling of multiple appliances

• Intuitive operation

• Easy to operate in 4 selectable operating modes

• Customised operational settings

• 24 hour programmable start and stop times

• Diagnostics and error reporting

• Compatible with Bonaire 3, 4 and 5 star Gas Central Heating
and Dual Cycle

• Optional controlling of multiple appliances
• Easy to operate in 4 selectable operating modes
• 24 hour programmable start and stop times
• Compatible with Bonaire 4 and 5 Star Gas Central Heating
and Bonaire Dual Cycle
NB: Blue screen for cooling, orange for heating
• Not available with Bonaire Ducted Reverse Cycle Refrigerated
Air Conditioning

• Multiple control option – 1 wall mounted and up to
3 Navigator Remote Controls
• Not available with Bonaire Ducted Reverse Cycle Refrigerated
Air Conditioning
Slimline Digital Controller
• Easy to operate and simple timer operation
• Small, compact and slimline
• Option to control multiple
Bonaire appliances
• Clear and easy-to-read LCD display
• Compatible with Bonaire’s Summer
Breeze Evaporative Coolers and 3 star
ducted heating

IN
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Features
• Costs less than 50 cents per day to run#
• Cools an area up to 75 square metres*
• Easy to install
• 250mm deep low profile cabinet does not obstruct exterior area
• Powerful three speed fan motor
• Direct drive fan for higher efficiency
• Transition duct supports the unit without any need for
additional structural support
• UV stabilised polymer cabinet will never rust
• Uses standard electrical and plumbing connections
• The cool and ventilation mode allows the choice of water
flow cooling or just fan operation

Warranty
The Bonaire Durango is supported with a two year
domestic parts and labour warranty.

PARTS & LABOUR

WARRANTY

Product Specification
Air flow

4,500 m3/hr

Window section

H 550mm

W 550mm

D 260mm

External cabinet

H 1170mm

W 850mm

D 250mm

External cabinet clearance (TOP)

100mm

Weight

40kg
1 Phase

50 Hz

Electrical

240 Volts

Fan speeds

3

• Not available with ducted refrigerated
or dual cycle models
10

Note: The controllers depicted above cannot be used with the Bonaire Inverter Reverse Cycle Air Conditioner

*Depending on geographic location, unit position, room heat gain, and 2.4m ceiling height @ 25 air changes per hour.
#Based on 8 hours of running @ 28 cents per kW/h.
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Specifications
BONAIRE INTEGRA EVAPORATIVE AIR CONDITIONING
Model
Height (mm)

Front
Back

Width (mm)
Weight (kg)
Duct work (mm)
Water Conservation System®

VSS55
683
573
1184
61
550 x 550
Standard

VSM65
790
681
1192
65
550 x 550
Standard

VSL75
1047
937
1192
80
800 x 550
Standard

VSH85
1047
937
1192
80
800 x 550
Standard

SBL75
990
880
1100
71
550 x 550
Standard

SBH85
990
880
1100
71
800 x 550
Standard

BONAIRE SUMMER BREEZE EVAPORATIVE AIR CONDITIONING
Model
Height (mm)
Width (mm)
Weight (kg)
Duct work (mm)
Water Conservation System®

Front
Back

SBS55
790
680
1100
63
550 x 550
Standard

SBM65
790
680
1100
63
550 x 550
Standard

Your nearest Bonaire stockist is:-

For further information please contact:

PLUM HEATING & COOLING
Phone: (03) 8360 9622
Email: contact@plumheatcool.com.au
www.plumheatcool.com.au

bonaire.com.au

A CLIMATE TECHNOLOGIES BRAND. ABN 13 001 418 042. 26 Nylex Avenue, Salisbury 5108
Exclusive distributors of York and Bradflo air conditioning products throughout Australia

In the interest of continued product improvement, Bonaire reserves the right to alter specifications without notice E & OE. Colours represented are as accurate as the printing
process will allow. Images used, are for illustration purposes only. For further information on warranty terms and conditions please refer to Bonaire’s warranty information booklet.
Domestic warranty only. Unit warranty for commercial applications varies depending on model.
BON780 January 2014

